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Uprooting, Rerooting:
Culture, Religion and Community among
Indentured Muslim Migrants in Colonial Natal,
1860-1911

GOOLAM VAHED
University of Durban- Westville

Introduction

This article considers issues relating to religion and culture among Indian Muslims
in Natal which imported 152 184 indentured workers from British India between
1860 and 191 1. Migrants began the process of reconstituting their societies in a
context where they were heterogeneous in terms of language, religion and caste,
and where the dominant white elite believed in the superiority of its culture and
civilisation in relation to the 'heathen' other. This story has been largely neglected,
partly because 'historians spend too much time in the company of the "movers and
shakers" and too little in the universe of the mass of mankind',' but more
especially because scholarship on the colonial experience has been dominated by
Western scholars, sources, categories and assumptions which have been shaped by
colonial rule, and in which colonial subjects have been portrayed as a 'people
without history'.' As Gyan Prakash has pointed out, colonial
societies and knowledges come into view only after having been worked over by
colonialism ... We have yet to fully recognize another history of agency and knowledge
alive in the dead weight of the colonial past ...We need to track the silences, displacements,
and transformations produced by its functioning ...to mark those (subaltern) positions and
knowledges that could not be properly recognized and named, only "normalized" by
colonial discourse^.^

I.

2.
3.

L. W.Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness:Afro-American Folk Thoughtjrom
Slavery to Freedom (New York, 1977), ix.
N.B.Dirks, 'Introduction', inN.B. Dirks, ed. ColonialismandCulture (Ann Arbor, 1992),
l-25,9.
G . Prakash, 'Introduction', in G. Prakash, ed., Afer Coloniolism: Imperiol Histories and
Postcolonial Displacements (Princeton, 1999, 3- 17, 5 .
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In short, there is aneed to recolonise the histories ofthe colonised. The few studies
of indentured workers in Natal focus on legal, economic and political aspects of
indent~re.~
Issues such as cultural dislocation and reconstruction of religious
practices have been disregarded.This study views indentured migrants ‘as subjects
of their own history ... makers of their own destiny’, and attempts to find their
silenced voices and excluded historie~.~
This is difficult because indentured
Indians did not record their experiences and the historian is forced to rely upon
official reports, the most valuable being those of the Protector of Indian Immigrants, who was appointed in 1870 to supervise the indenture system. There are
194 boxes of documents consisting of complaints lodged by Indian workers and
employers on a day-to-day basis, as well as reports of visits to plantations by the
Protector and his Inspectors. These provide a valuable lens into the lives of
indentured workers, even though their voices were mediated through professional
writers and interpreters or white officials. Astonishingly, this source has never
been systematically analysed. Given that these carefully preserved official
documents reflect a biased perspective, any examination of them must go beyond
the terms, values, and frameworks in which they were formulated.

Arrival of Indentured Muslims in Natal
The British annexation of Natal in 1843 stimulated the growth of settler agriculture. Planters experimented with a variety of crops but were frustrated by the
absence of cheap and reliable labour. Africans, who had access to land, were
unwilling to enter into a subservient labour relationship, forcing planters to turn
to India. Indentured migration to Natal was part of a new international circulation
of labour that evolved after the British Parliament abolished slavery in 1833, and
resulted in around 1.3 million Indian contract laborersbeing exported to Mauritius,
Jamaica, British Guiana, Trinidad, St. Lucia, Granada and Natal from the middle
decades of the nineteenth century.6The arrival of 342 Indians aboard the Truro on
16 November 1860 marked the culmination of a long struggle for cheap labour by
Natal’s planters.

4.

5.

6.

See, for example, M.J.Tayal, ‘Indian Indentured Labour in Natal, 1890-191 l ’ , Indian
Economic and Social History Review, 14,4 (1978), 419-48; and L.M. Thomson, Indian
Immigration into Natal 1860-/872(Pretoria, 1952). Theexception is S.Bhana, ed., Essays
on Natal‘s Indentured Indians (Leeds, l990), which examines issues related to language,
suicide, accommodation and resistance. While this study was invaluable in touching on
wider issues, the tiles of the Protector, probably the richest source of primary material,
were not exhaustively examined.
D. Chakrabarty, ‘A Small History of Subaltern Studies’, in H. Schwarz and S. Ray, A
Companion to Postcolonid Studies (Oxford, 2000), 467-85,468.
Y.S. Meer, Documents of Indentured Labour in Natal. 1851-1917 (Durban, 1980), 3.
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The Truro had twenty-two Muslims on board. They included Dawood Khan
(colonial number 43), aged 34, who ‘lost his mind’ during the voyage and was
returned to India on grounds of insanity. Khan listed his caste as ‘African’ and
could have been a descendent of African slaves in India. Sheik Ebrahim (49) was
accompanied by his wife Janah Bee (50) and daughters Sultan Bee (5 1) and Coder
Bee (52), aged four and three respectively. They were assigned as a family to the
Natal Government Railways (NGR). They were fakhirs, a community of
mendicantswhose main economic activity historically was begging. Sheik Mustan
(327), aged 37, came with his sister Fatima Bee (328), aged thirteen. They were
separated in Natal, with Mustan assigned to the NGR and Fatima to W. Wilson.
Syed Abdoolah (279) came with his brother Veeran (280). They too were assigned
to different employers. Further, at the end of their indentures, Veeran returned to
India while Abdoolah proceeded to the Kimberley diamond fields. Mahomed
Essack (263), aged 35, assigned to H. Bayly, died of illness in February 1862.
Sheik Moideen (292), aged 26, joined the police department, making him the first
Muslim policeman in Durban. Mariam Bee (238), a 28-year old Muslim woman
from Bengalore, Mysore, and her one month old child Syed Hassim, whose
father’s name was Syed Noor, were listed as the wife and child of Migale Portan,
a Christian aged 46. They either struck an acquaintance on board the ship, or
emigrated to escape social pressures that might have resulted from this liaison in
India. Janah Bee (235), a 24-year old Muslim woman from Vijayapatam, was the
wife of a ‘Gentoo’Moonesammy Pentee, also 24.26-year old Roshen Bee (237)
from Bangalore, Mysore, was described as having a ‘Godna mark on forehead.’
Sheik Ahmed (282) from Chittoor, North Arcot, was posthumously hailed as a
great saint. He was a ‘julaha’, a landless community whose traditional occupation
has been weaving and dyeing.’
Migration overseas was an extreme step given that Indians considered the act
of crossing the sea, the ‘kala pani’ (black waters), as defiling for the souL8 The
decision to emigrate was forced on most by a combination of population growth,
agrarian legislation and famine associated with the British connection, land
revenue extraction, droughts, commercial development and public works that
resulted from the wars that shattered the Mughal Empire, and the administrative
reorganization of India under the British Empire.’ Historians and economists are
only now beginning to piece together the social, economic and political conditions
in areas from which migrants originated in order to construct the external

7.
8.
9.

‘Immigrant’s Register’, in Meer, Documenrs, 63-8.
C.G. Clarke, East Indians in a West Indian Town: San Fernando. Trini&ui, 1930-1970
(London. 1986). 9.
L. Brennan, J. McDonald and R. Schlomowitz, ‘The Geographic and Social Origins of Indian
Indentured Labourers in Mauritius, Natal, Fiji, Guyana and Jamaica’, in South Asia, 21 (1998),
39-71.
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influences on the decision to emigrate. Migrants had more than one rationale for
leaving, and some probably left for personal reasons. For example, Julabdeen, who
arrived on the ‘S.S. Umzinto’ in May 1902, emigrated after an argument with his
father Hassan Saib, described as a ‘man of means’. Stories such as this highlight
the crucial role that recruiters played in exploiting the personal plight of
individuals with misguided ambitions or personal problems. A worried Saib
contacted relatives who owned Abdool Hack Mahomed Ismail & Co. in Umzinto
to purchase Julabdeen’s freedom from the NGR so that he could return to India.
The purchase of contracts represented one avenue of escape for those who found
conditions disagreeable or regretted their decision to emigrate, and were eager to
reunite with relatives.1oWorkers arrived either as individuals or as part of larger
groups. For example, Syed Razak Mian (1 11201) arrived with two of his sisters
and the husband of one of them, Mahomed Khan (95284).” Kulsoom Bi (73389)
and Bandu Khan of North Arcot arrived in June 1898 with their daughters Eman
Bi (73390) and Silar Bi and son Shaik Abdool Ryman (73391). Silar died at the
Immigration Depot in Natal, Eman married her shipmate Madar Khan (735 lo),
while Ryman became a constable at Red Hill station. I2
Approximately 7-10 per cent of migrants were Muslims.” Given that the
main objective of planters was to acquire able-bodied men, it is not surprising that
66 per cent of migrants were men and that 80 per cent were between ages 17 and
30. Less than one per cent were over forty. More Muslim migrants embarked from
Calcutta (55.89 per cent) in the north than Madras in the south. Those from the
north were drawn predominantly from the United Provinces (62 per cent) and
Bengal(18.6 per cent), while the main export areas in the south were Arcot (30.6
per cent), Malabar (14 per cent), Madras (1 1,4 per cent) and Mysore (6.5 per cent).
Only a third of Muslim migrants were women. This was determined partly by
kinship and custom, but also by the needs of planters and preferences of
administratorswho wanted to use Indian labourers and then return them to India.
Planters therefore had no interest in recruiting women, who were seen as ‘less

10.
11.
12.
13.

NAR, 11, 11106, Colonial Secretary to Protector, 16 May 1902.
NAR, 11, 11190, Manager, Reynolds Brothers, to Protector, 12 June 1914.
NAR, 11, 11167, Protector’s Minute, 9 Oct. 1909.
Professors Tom Bennett and Joy Brain, who are analysing the Ships lists, reported that 7874
of the 130 000 names completed were Muslims. This is an approximation as it is made up of
those who listed their caste as Muslim or Mussalman and castes that are entirely Muslim, such
as Pathan, Sheikh, Sayyid, Rowath, Labbai and Mappalai. This list does not include castes such
as Sali which included Muslims and non-Muslims. While this list is consequently not complete
it is close enough to the actual numbers to allow for analysis and discussion. S. Bhana,
IndenturedlndianEmigrantstoNatal 1860-1910: AStudy BasedonShips Lists(New Delhi, 1991)
provided an excellent overall analysis ofthe overall make-up of indentured Indians. However, the
study did not provide a specific breakdown of Muslims.
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productive, less efficient, weaker and more prone to illness than men’.I4 Natal
reluctantly accepted them because the Indian government insisted that at least a
third of migrants be women. The ideology of the colonial regime that a woman’s
role was largely a reproductive one, resulted in sexual division on plantations and
a differential wage scale. While some women came as wives, mothers and
daughters, there were complaints from employers about the character of single
women. For example, Shab Jaan’s (92457) manager at the Crown Collieries
described her as ‘simply a prostitute who is giving us considerable trouble’.’’
Indentured Muslims were culturally, racially, linguistically and ethnically
different. These differences, together with the absence of elders, the small numbers
of family units, and wide disparity in male:female ratios made it dificult to
reproduce aspects of the Indian social system in Natal, particularly caste and the
extended family. To speak of the caste structure of indentured Muslims seems
anomalous since the main features of the caste system, such as the hierarchical
organization of society, occupational specialization, endogamy and pollution are
incompatible with Islam. While in theory the only division recognised by Islam is
that between believers, ‘Ma’roof , and unbelievers, ‘Munkar’, with believers
integrated into one community, the Ummah, the manifestation of Islam was
influenced by local customs and practices and caste was part of Indian Islam,
though it lacked the sacramentalsanction and ideologicaljustification provided by
Hindu cosmology.I6During the Indian census of 190 1, for example, 133 castes
were wholly or partially Muslim.” Around half the Muslim migrants to Natal
listed ‘Muslim’, ‘Musalman’, ‘Mahomed’and ‘Mahomedan’as their caste; Fakhir,
Hajam, Julaha, Labbai, Mappila, Rawther, Pathan, Sayyid and Shaikh were other
prominent castes. While castes were socially constructed, they prescribed general
rules of repulsion within themselves and towards others. The crossing of
boundaries established by caste was regarded as a threat to the balance of the entire
society.” The following paragraphs will describe the attributes of some of these
castes. Even though these descriptions, based mainly on the reports of British
administrators and scholars, are largely inflexible and take Indian communalism
for granted, and these characteristicsneed not have applied to individual migrants,
they do provide insight into the make-up of Muslim migrants. Notions of caste

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.

M. Kale, ‘Projecting Identities: Empire and Indentured Labour Migration from India to
Trinidad and British Guiana, 1836-1885’, in P. van der Veer, Nafion and Migration: The
Polifics ofspace in the South Asian Diaspora (Philadelphia, 1995), 73-92,82.
NAR, 11, 1/109, Secretary, Crown Collieries to Secretary, Indian Immigration Trust Board, 16
June 1902.
M.M. Siddiqi, ‘Inter-Caste Integration Among Indian Muslims’, in F.R. Farid and M.M.
Siddiqi, eds, The SocialStructure of Indian Muslims (New Delhi, 1992), 57-63, 57.
CensusofIndia, 1901, Vol. I , Part I , pp. 543-544.
R. Ebr.-Vally, Kala Pani: Caste and Colour in South Africa (Cape Town, 2001), 115.
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were only adhered to until emigrants boarded the ship. The caste code was
dispensed with by the British and it became very difficult to maintain caste-based
relations in Natal.
Most Muslim women migrants had the name ‘Bee’ and males ‘Shaikh’ or
Syed I Said. In India ‘Bee’ was taken on by lower caste women who converted to
Islam. l9 Sayids and Shaikhs performed most of the religious duties in India.
Sayids, considered the progeny of the Prophet, came via Turkey, Arabia and
Central Asia, particularly during the reigns of the Sultans of Gujarat (1400- 1570).
They asserted priestly claims and were rewarded with gifts of land. By the end of
the nineteenth century, however, their lot had declined and many were found
working as messengers, servants and constables.zoMigrants were probably drawn
from this element. The 1911 Gazetteer for Bareilly noted that the majority of
Sheikhs were
descendents of Hindu converts, generally of low caste, who are mainly Sheikhs by courtesy;
the fact that they claim connection with the recognised tribes of Sheikhs probably indicates
that they assumed the name and race of the qazi or mufti at whose hands they were admitted
into Islam.

There were three broad distinctions among Muslim migrants to Natal. The first
level comprised of Sayyids and Shaikhs, discussed above, as well as those with
names such as Khan, who comprised the descendents of Arab, Turkish, Afghan
and Persian settlers, and Hindu converts of higher castes.” For example, Rajputs
used the appellation Khan when they embraced Islam.2’Those with the surname
Baccus mainly gave their caste as Pathan. A second strata consisted of Tamil
Hindu converts such as the Mappila and Labbais from South India. The Labbai,
distributed throughout Arcot, were described in the 1901 Madras Census as ‘partArab, part-Tamil Muslims who are mainly traders and betel-vine growers in south
Mappila was a Tamil
Arcot, and fishermen, boatmen and smiths in north Ar~ot.’~
mispronunciation of the Arabic mu’abbar, which means ‘from over the water’.
Mappilas were descendentsof Arab traders and Dravidian women, whose numbers
increased through the conversion of the slave castes of Malabar. They were

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Gujarat State Gazetteers, Swat District (Ahmedabad, original 1872, reprint 1962), 299.
S.C. Misra, Muslim Communities in Gujarat (New Delhi, 1985), 1 17.
H.R. Neville, Bareilly, A Gazatteer. Being Volume XIII of the United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh_(Allahabad, 191 I), 90.
Z. Ahmad, ‘The System of Caste and the Muslims of India’, in Farid and Siddiqi, The Social
Structure of Indian Muslims, 30-49,42.
M. Omer, ‘Conformity to Caste Traditions Against Islamic Shariah’, in Farid and Siddiqi,
Social Structure of Indian Muslims, 66.
E. Thurston and K. Rangachari, Castes and Tribes of Southern India, Vol. IV K-M(Madras,
1909), 199.
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traditionally involved in trade, agriculture, and service.25The third strata consisted
of low ranking castes such as Julaha, Hajam, Fakir and Rawther. The Rawther,
‘horsemen’, were Tamils converted to Islam by horse traders from Egypt, and
employed by various rulers as horse riders and trainers because of their skill as
horsemen. Manyjoined the cavalry and settled in South India, taking to agriculture
and wage labour. 26 Fakirs, who traced their origins to the first and fourth caliphs
of Islam, Abu Bakr and Ali, were a community of mendicants, whose name is
derived from the Arabic word ‘faqr’, meaning poverty, as begging was historically
their main economic a~tivity.~’
The Julaha were a landless community of weavers
from Uttar Pradesh. The name has its roots in the Persian word julah, meaning a
ball of thread.28While the lowest strata in the Indian caste system, the untouchables, are not represented in the sample, it could be that they gave their caste as
‘Muslim’.
Muslim migrants were also divided linguistically. Broadly, Muslims who
came via Madras were recruited mainly from Tanjore, Malabar (Kerala), Arcot and
Madras and spoke Tamil, Telegu, Malayalam, or Kannada, with Tamil the
language of the majority. North Indian migrants from the west spoke dialects of
Western Hindi, such as Braj, Kanauji, Standard Hindi, and Bundeli, while those
from the east spoke Awadhi and Bhojpuri, eastern dialects of Hindi.” Very few
spoke Urdu, the language oftheir descendants in present-dayNatal. Urdu was very
much a language-in-the making in nineteenth century India. Under the Mughals
(1 526-1707) high caste Hindus and Muslims learnt Persian to join the administration as scribes, clerks and administrators. The British facilitated the change from
Persian to Urdu because it was easier for their administratorsto master.’’Urdu was
confined to urban Muslims in North India, and only became significant with the
growth of communal tension between Muslims and Hindus. In Natal, Urdu
replaced regional languages during the first half of the twentieth century and
became the lingua franca of working class Muslims.
Although planters requested experienced agriculturalists, many migrants
were not from an agricultural background. The ‘Dunphaile Castle’, for example,
was especially chartered in March 1885 to ‘relieve employers of the worst of their
men, who included jugglers, weavers, shopkeepers, barbers, and banglemakers’.
According to the chairman of the Indian Immigration Trust Board, these men were
‘useless for labour, and cost their ‘masters large sums in medicines and hospital

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Ibid., 455.
K.S. Singh, IndianCommunifies:AnrhropologicalSurveyoflndiu,vol. 2 (Delhi, 1998), 3002.
Ibid., 901.
Ibid., 1410.
R. Mesthrie, Language in Indenture: A Sociolinguistic History ofBhojpuri -Hindi in Soufh
Africa. (Johannesburg, 199 I), 29.
C. Shackle and R. Snell, Hindinnd Urdu since 1800: A Common Reuder (London, 1990), 21.
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treatment rendered necessary by their own vicious lives and obtain rations without
doing more than a days work a month’. Such men, concluded the Protector, did
harm ‘by their pernicious examples to the better intentioned among these fellows’.
Returnees included Muslims such as Imam Saib (3 1929), shopkeeper, Fakeerudeen
(32898), beggar, Moideen (33058), shopkeeper, Mahomed (32886) shopkeeper,
Ahmed Khan (34014) shopkeeper, Mahomed Saib (33759, beggar, Abdool
Razack (26484), shopkeeper, Sheik Ahmed (26708), shopkeeper’s assistant, and
Sheik Abdool (30303) shopkeeper’s assistant, from Madras, as well as Ahmad
(30754), ‘never worked’ and Parkhan (3 1207), soldier, from Cal~utta.~’
Employers, in fact, discouraged the recruitment of Muslims. William Tipping
Woods of Stockton, Estcourt, was very unhappy with Ismail Baksh. According to
Woods, Baksh had been a ‘beggar by profession’ in India. Of the five years that
he was to have served, he was absent for three, ‘living about the kaffir kraals’.
According to Woods, his workers from Madras were the most industrious,
followed by ‘Hindoo’s’ from Calcutta, with ‘Mahommedans’ the least
produ~tive.~~
The manager of Town Hill Wattle Company in Hilton complained
to the Protector that his Muslim workers were not accustomed to plantation work
and requested that all five of his indentured Muslims be transferred to another
employer.” In another case, the Protector complained to the Recruiting Agent in
Calcutta that Shafy Mohammed and Abdul Wahab, numbers 320 and 324
respectively on the ship Umlazi, gave a
considerable amount of trouble on the voyage out, the latter led a revolt against rations and
had to be confined practically the whole way. It is said these men are Pathans and not likely
to do much work. Pathans and Brahmins should not be sent on any account, and
Mahomedans should only be sent when they are actually of the working class.3‘

The Protector was pleased to report in 1909 that ‘very few Mohammedans have
been introduced in recent years’.IsThe changing attitude is reflected in the fact that
not a single Muslim arrived on the last ship to Natal, the S.S. Umlazi, which
arrived on 21 July 1911. On the basis of their experiences with individual
migrants, White officials and employers generalized and transferred these
characteristics to all Muslim migrants, to whom certain behaviour traits were
attributed.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

NAR, 11, 1/24, Protector’s Minute, 5 Mar. 1885.
Wragg Commission, 1885, in Meer, Documents, 433.
NAR, I1 11177,234911910,Manager, Town Hill Wattle Company to Protector, 13 Oct. 1910.
NAR, 11, 11187, 8911910, Protector to R P Gibbes, Calcutta, 7 Apr. 1910.
NAR, CSO 29911910, Protector Polkinghome to Town Clerk, I 1 Nov. 1909.
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Working and Living Conditions
Indenturewas designed to provide cheap and disciplined labour. This instrumental
dimension spawned harsh laws, regulations, and attitudes that governed every
aspect of migrants’ labour and lives. A number of studies attest to the severe
conditions in Natal, Fiji, Trinidad, Mauritius and other colonie~.~~In
fact, when the
first group of indentured workers returned to India in 1870 and complained ofpoor
treatment, the Indian government insistedthat work conditions be investigated.On
the recommendations of the 1872 Coolie Commission, a ‘Protector’ of Indian
Immigrants was appointed in Natal. In practice, the Protector had little power.
Following an incident of abuse in 1906, for example, Protector Polkinghorne
admitted that he was fighting ‘a very strong and influential company backed up in
many quarters, and as Protector I have been alone in this matter simply doing my
duty’.’’
In terms of the contract that they signed, migrants agreed to work for five
years for the employer to whom they were allocated; at the end of five years they
were free to either reindenture or seek work elsewhere in Natal. Although they
were entitled to a free return passage after 10 years, almost 58 per cent remained
in the colony.’*In her study, Swan concludes that ‘overwork, malnourishment,and
squalid living conditions formed the pattern of daily life for most agricultural
workers’.39For Tinker, social and economic life on estates amounted to Lanew
system of ~lavery’.~’
Indentured Indians had few ways of resisting their exploitation. Rigid controls included draconian laws, which viewed all contractual
offences as criminal acts and sanctioned legal action against Indians for laziness
and desertion!’ Indians could not go more than two miles from the estate without
their employer’swritten permission, even ifthe purpose was to lay a charge against

36.

37.
38.
39.
40.

41.

See, for example, J. Breman, Taming the Coolie Beast: Planfafionand the Colonial Order in
Southeast Asiu (Delhi, 1989); K.L. Gillion, Fiji’s Indian Migrmts: A History f o the End of
Indenture in 1920 (Melbourne, 1962); K. Hazeersingh, A Hisforyof Indians In Muurifius, Znd
ed. (London, 1975); K. Haraksingh, ‘Control and Resistance among Overseas Indian Workers:
A Study of labour on Sugar Plantations of Trinidad’, in D. Dabideen and B. Samaroo, eds,
India in the Caribbean (Waewick, 1987), 61-80; and B.V. Lal, D. Munro and E.D. Beechert,
eds, PlanfafionWorkers: Resistance andAccommodation (Honolulu, 1993). For Natal, see M.
Swan, ‘Indentured Indians: Resistance and Accommodation, 1890-1913’, in S. Bhana, ed.,
Essays on Indentured Indians in Nafal (Leeds, 1990), 117-35.
Bhana, Ships Lisfs, 147.
Ibid., 20.
M. Swan, Gandhi. The South African Experience (Johannesburg. 1985). 26.
H . Tinker,A New System of Slavery: The Export of Indian Labour Overseas 1830-1920
(Oxford, 1974). 6.
M. Tayal, ‘Indian Indentured Labour in Natal, 1860-191 l’, Indian Economic and Social
History Review, 14,4 (1978), 419448.546.
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that employer. They could not live off the estate, refuse any work assigned to
them, demand higher wages, or leave the employer.42Tripartite stratification, made
up of white employers and management at the top, an intermediateclass of sirdars
and overseers who could be White, Indian or African, and the mass of indentured
workers at the base, coupled with the coercive apparatus of the state, particularly
the legal system which was predisposed in favour of planters, ensured that the
leverage of employers was IargeIy unchallenged. Some sirdars were Muslim. For
example, Monoher (96099), of Natal Estates in Mount Edgecombe, complained
that he was made to carry ‘heavy bundles of thrash’, and beaten by sirdar Madar
~ ’another incident, 17 waiters from the
Khan when he was unable to do ~ 0 . In
Inchanga Railway Refreshment Room complained to the Protector that ‘the head
waiter, who is a Mahomedan boy, is very bad, and he beats us like an ass.
Whenever he reports on us to the manager, the manager also beats us’.
The contracts of indentured workers deprived them of control over their
labour and lives for the duration of their indentures. These years could be
traumatic for workers from pre-capitalist societies. The files of the Protector
contain thousands of complaints on a daily basis. These were usually very specific,
and comprised things like excessive working hours, poor housing, late or nonpayment of wages, ill-treatment when sick, corporal punishment, and insufficient
food.MKhan Mahomed (29457) of Botha’s Hill, for example, complained that he
started work before day-break and finished at 9 pm, including Sundays. He was
also given less than the rice, dhal, salt and oil due to him, not paid wages on time,
and had been assaulted four times by his employer, La~enby.~’
Subdor Khan
(143540) ran away three times from Hulett and Sons in Zululand. According to
Khan:
About six weeks ago my Sirdar, Rughburdial, assaulted me. I reported this to my manager.
He locked me in his office; he took off my clothings and beat me on my back with his
sjambok 15 times. The Sirdar hit me about 12 times on my back with his sjambok. The
Sirdar ask me to pay 3/- per month as presents. I refused, therefore he hit me.46

Bada Saib (1 37052), who worked for George Sevales of Stamford Hill, complained that the sirdar struck him ‘five times with his fist’ because he was only
able to get fifteen bottles of milk from the cows, instead of twenty.47Saib Deen
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complained in 1895 that his employer Paul Meldrum had not paid his wages for
twelve months, provided him with insufficient rations and overworked him?’
Kassim Saib (21425) was repeatedly ‘kicked and thumped’ by his master
Whitelaw, and given meal that was not properly crushed, ‘always causing pain in
my ~ t o m a c h ’Fareed
. ~ ~ Saib (100803) started as a ‘kitchen boy’ for the Summerhill
Wattle Company in New Hanover. However, when 24 year-old Hornby became
manager, Saib was transferred to field-work. When he failed to meet targets, he
was made to do task work, assaulted, and not paid wages. Hornby admitted guilt,
upon which the magistrate reminded the court that ‘Mr Hornby is only 24 years of
age. The Indians are not children’.’’Ameer Khan complained in January 188 1 that
he was too ill to work. His pleas were ignored and he was sentenced to 14 days
with hard labour for refusing to work. He became paralysed in prison and was
returned to India.” Indentured workers had little protection. Complaints to the
Protector were mostly in vain, with the skilled testimony and skin colour of the
master invariably winning the day. While the files of the Protector are bulky, it is
possible that many others did not complain because of fear of retribution,
ignorance of their rights, or the negligible rate of conviction of employers.52
Resistance and Accommodation

Pervasive and intrusive controls restricted the movement of indentured workers
and ensured that resistance was mostly indirect. There were few instances of direct
confrontation such as petitions to the Protector, strikes and assaults on sirdars. This
was because workers were spread over vast distances in the Colony, there being
1 300 employers of indentured labour in 1904;5’because of workers’ subservient
status within the production unit; the law was on the side of employers; there were
huge social and cultural differences among workers, which reduced their potential
for combined action;s4the absence of workers with a command of English to
properly articulate their grievances; and the rapid turnover of the workforce as
individuals completed their indentures or were transferred if they proved
troublesome. Although Indian labour possessed very little bargaining power, and
there was no revolutionary tradition, workers were never docile. The main
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methods of resistance were small-scale and spontaneous, everyday forms of
resistance that James C. Scott has called the ‘weapons ofthe weak’, such as flight,
arson, malingering and stealing, absenteeism, suicide, feigning illness and
destruction of property.” There was a continuum between resistance and
accommodation. The high price of intransigence caused many to accommodate
themselves to Natal colonial society.
Desertion was the most common way of resisting difficult conditions.
Workers sometimes deserted for years, stealing from planters or working illegally
for others to survive. Mohammed Saib (93425), who absconded from Prospecton
Sugar Estates on 8 March 1904, was only arrested two years later on 31 May
1906.56Some workers deserted continually. For example, Abdoolah (28433) was
sentenced to 14 days imprisonment in September 1883 for deserting. Returned to
his employer,he deserted in December, but was arrested and sentenced to a further
14 days. Upon his release, he deserted on 7 January 1884 and was rearrested on
24 January.” Sheik Mathar (12471 1) was imprisoned for desertion, pilfering
vegetables,stealing the passes of free Indians and issuing free passes to indentured
Indians.58Abdul Rohoman (25324) deserted five times from his employer F.
Woods. On the last occasion, he stole spoons, forks and books, and told fellow
employees that he enjoyed being in jail because he had ‘plenty to eat and no work
to d ~ ’ . Deserters
’~
Abdullah Khan (26830) and Khader Meah (19102) were
apprehended by a Muslim constable Ahmed Hussein on 25 November 1883, while
doing construction work for Mr Rustom. Khan was in possession of a false ship
certificate that he had purchased for lo/-. Meah had been a deserter for over five
of the six years that he had been in Natal, ‘as 1 was not up to the work and ran
away’.@’ To compound their difficulties, employers had to pay E l .20 for returned
deserters6‘
Sheik Madar, alias ‘Israil’ (12471 l), was jailed for deserting several times
from Brakwaal Biggersberg, selling bogus free passes, and stealing the identification papers of fellow workers, and valuables of his employer?* The case of Deen
Mohammud (23888), who arrived from Calcutta in October 1880, illustrates the
difficulties faced by employers. Deen, indentured to G. Thornhill of Ladysmith,
said that he had not done any work in India, where he had no family and survived
by begging. Deen continually deserted, but the magistrate did not punish him
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because he felt that Deen was insane, even though the doctor opined that he was
‘pretending’. Thornhill bought his contract rather than put up with him.63
Abdoolah (28433) repeatedly deserted from Hill Head Estate. Having completed
a jail term of fourteen days, he was returned to Hill Head on 22 January 1884 but
deserted two days later, his frustrated manager lamenting:
I experience great miseries as manager having to make men work such as those the
Government allots us. The fault is with those who send us those men who are the trash and
the scum of the Indian population. As long as that will last, let me tell you that the troubles
of the planters will only increase, and the ending consequences will be the ruin of this
Colony .... It is not my fault if I receive as workmen venerous, laime, Brahmins, priests or
Parsis and as for a consolation scum men like Abdoolah.M

The authorities tried to discourage desertion. Section 37 of Law 2 of 1870 imposed
a strict penalty for harbouring deserters. Khadir Saib, a free Indian, was fined E 10
for harbouring Sheik Mustan (22947).65Cassim was fined for ‘harbouring’
Bheemadu (2208 I), whose clothes and belongings were found at his house.
Cassim was living in Isipingo, close to Prospect Hall where she was working. They
were refused permission to marry until Bheemadu had completed her indenture.%
Ebrahim Saib (2 1795)was fined for harbouring Vencatamah (2 1795)who deserted
from Cat0 Manor Estate to live with him. They were separated even though they
had lived ‘as man and wife’ for a ~ e a r . The
6 ~ authorities also offered rewards for
apprehending deserters. For example, Mzila was paid 141- for apprehending
Mathar Saib (1247 1 I ) and returning him to Hulett & Sons.68Anotherdeterrent was
that deserters had to make up double time at the end of their contract for time
missed. For example, when Ahmed Saib (1 16358) spent a month in jail for theft,
his employer J.A. Freeks arranged for the Protector to add that time to his
contra~t.6~Nana
Saib (108005) made up the two months that he spent in jail during
February and March 1909.70Employers formally applied for extension by
submitting a ‘Prolongation of Contract Form’ to the Protector. Notwithstanding
these measures, desertion remained a perennial problem throughout indenture.
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‘Marriage’ and Family Regroupment
Despite being in a distant land, and faced with poor communications, many
indentured workers remained in contact with family in India. The indenture
experience was difficult for families in India who were uncertain of the whereabouts of relatives, and perhaps even faced penury. Contact was sometimes lost
for years, as relatives hoped for the return of family members or an opportunity to
make contact. Sheikh Muhammad Hussain Sahib of Nellore, Madras, enquired
from the Protector in January 1910 about his brother Sheikh Atham Sahib who had
emigrated in 1901. According to Hussain, Atham was working for the NGR and
had corresponded until 1904, but they did not receive word thereafter:
By his long silence we presume and believe that he must have been removed from the
station he gave and posted to another part of the country or he is no more on this earth ....
I beg now to request that you will kindly favour me with the proper address of my brother
or give me all particulars concerning him for which I shall and all my people shall always
be thankful and grateful.

Hussain was informed of Atham’s whereabouts in May 1910, but that letter
Indentured
never reached Hussain, whose family had left their home in Nell~re.~’
Muslims sometimesfollowed family to Natal. Gahr (143400) continuallydeserted
from Town Hill Wattle Co. in Hilton because he wanted to be reassigned to the
Pietermartizburg Corporation where his brother Din Mahomed was indentured.”
Khoda Buccas, indentured to F.L. Shuter, wrote to the Protector in February 1912
to query the location of his brother Karrim Buccas, who had arrived in Natal in
January 1911. Karrim (142514) worked for C. Jackson of Verulam, and the
brothers, sons of Abdool of Delhi, renewed their a~quaintance.~~
Correspondence between Natal and India did not only pertain to seeking
relatives. Many workers came to Natal for economic reasons and remitted money
to India through official channels, though some might have used family and
friends. Kadar Sahib (12779 l), aged 32, remitted money to his wife Assan Bibi,
aged 35, in Chitt~or.’~
There are numerous other examples. Ageer Khan, who
worked in Zululand, remitted money to his father Belight Khan in Cal~utta.~’
Ibrahim Backus (142509, a 24-year-old Pathan from Uttaramallur, remitted
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money to his 60 year-old father Hassan Back~s.’~
While the money was welcomed,
separation was particularly difficult for wives, as oral testimonies attest. The
following is an example of a wife’s lament:
All my friends have become mothers,
And I remain lonely and childless
Again and again I pleaded with you not to go.
For there live women who will win your heart.
For twelve years you haven’t written a word:
How shall I spend the days of chait?”

Indenture violated the institution of the family in India and Natal. Only a third of
migrants were women, and the emigration of single male migrants separated
husbands and wives, parents and children. It also resulted in unnatural demographic consequences in Natal, and impacted on sexual practices. Women in Natal
were criticized for exciting men and provoking instability. White offkials
attributed the violence of Indian men against women to their ‘possessiveness’and
‘jealousy’,making it another characteristicthat distinguished Indians. They failed
to consider the paucity of women, or poor living and working conditions. The
shortage of women resulted in many Muslim men marrying non-Muslim women,
committing adultery, which was a crime in Colonial Natal, and even abusing
women. Hoosen Backus (10999) registered his marriage with Goomamy, a Hindu
(8071) in 1884.” Abdul Gaffoor (105761) met Angie (105829) on the ship and
married her when they reached
Marriage certificates were granted to
couples who arrived in a cohabiting relationship and claimed to be man and wife.
When the Protector visited Raven Oaks Wattle Company in April I884 he reported
that Abdool had ’taken up’ with PhumanLsoSheikh Ahmed was with Karupai
(101637), a Hindu, ‘who is living with me as my wife’. Ahmed did not have
money to pay for her medical treatment and appealed to the Protector for
assistance.” Secunder (2355) and Khoder Bee (2367) had a son Abdool in Natal,
who married a Hindu Parbatheer, and a daughter Fathima in 1890.’*Emdad Khan
(7640) married Pulliah (10344), who gave birth to Rhamin in 1 893.83Sheik Hyder
(21485), constable with the NGR, married a Hindu woman Omrah (7073), who
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changed her name to Cataja Bee. They had four children, Kadir Bee, Ismail,
Koolsoom and Sheik Fareed. When Hyder was murdered in August 1901, Cataja
Bee ran into legal problems over her name, and explained to the Protector that
‘when I was married with Sheik Hyder the priest gave me the name Cataja Bee.
Through the priest I am always using the same name when any body ask me’. She
was eventually given the €9.18.6 in Hyder’s estate.84 Abdul Karim (2241 1)
married Nangama (47940) and they had a son Shaikh Moideen in 1894.” There
were a few isolated examples of liaisons between Muslim men and African
women. Abdullah (26830), who was sharing a house with a single male, asked for
his own house: ‘he wishes -to have a house to himself because he has for a
sweetheart a Kolwa Kafir girl who often comes to visit and stay with him.’86
Whites believed that migrant women were recruited through fraudulent
means and lived immorally in Natal. Even C.F. Andrews, who was sympathetic to
Indians and closely associated with Gandhi, wrote after his visit to Fiji that the
Indian woman ‘passes from one man to another, and has lost even the sense of
shame in doing so’.’’ Indian women were accused of marrying for money and
jewellery, and breaking the relationship when a better offer came along, and were
even seen to lack maternal instincts. These are myths. As Jo Beall has shown,
women came to Natal for the same reasons as men, worked as hard, and were not
responsible for marital problems or high infant mortality rates which were due to
social and environmental factors.” It was the paucity of women that led to social
problems. For example, Saliha (29458) complained to the Protector that her
employer forced her to sleep with some ‘coolies other than my husband’.’’
Rohoman Khan, found suffering with venereal disease, had a reputation for
liaisons with many women.w Abdul Rhyman was declared unfit for work because
he was suffering from acute chronic syphilis.” Gulu Khan (2 1865) was fined for
living ‘with a bad woman... the wife of another man.’92 Hussain Mah (22038),
indentured to I. Hill of Verulam Central Mill from 1879, was described by her
manager J. Woods as ‘20 years of age, single, good looking, well dressed, and
speaks English pretty well. She is dark in complexion.’ In September 1882 a
Creole named Colen, an interpreter at the Verulam Court, convinced her to desert
with him. He took her to his friend Nayanah’s house, where both Colen and
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Nayanah had ‘connection’ with her. The following night they stayed at an ‘Indian
Mussulman’s’ house. When apprehended, Hussain Mah told the magistrate that
Colen had
promised to marry me and for this reason I left my master’s house with him, thinking he
would fulfill his promise. He has not done so and 1 hear that Colen was married to a Creole
girl last Friday.... Colen has in his possession 3 silver armbands and 3 silver rings, which
he took off my arms and fingers saying that it will be all right as he was going to get
married to me. My clothes are all in Nyanah’s house.93
Sheik Khaja Miyan (129483), his wife Jhirabi (129484) and Nain Chetty
(99966) were involved in a love triangle. When Miyan and Jhirabi were on their
way from Gillits, where they worked, to Krantzkloof to visit his brother, Chetty
prevented Jhirabi from going, whereupon Miyan severely beat Chetty with a stick.
When the matter went to court it emerged that C h e w and Jhirabi were having an
affair. Miyan was discharged but he and Jhirabi were transferred to D~rban.9~
Jewri Polly (22602) deserted her husband Mahomed Ghouse (17010) and son
Mahomed Kassim in 1909 to live with another man.9s In 1894, Nanny Bee,
daughter of Alla Bulesh and Asha Bee, of Hartley Road, Overport, married
Munian who changed his name to Mahomed. Mahomed committed suicide after
failing to kill Nanny in March 1898.” Abdul Karrim ( 1 42260) was jailed for badly
beating Jokhi, with whom he lived, tearing her clothes and stealing her jewelry.
When released from prison, Karrim was transferred to another employer despite
protesting that he had married Jokhi according to ‘Muslim rite^'.^' There were
many other volatile relationships. The story ofGoolam Khader (4505) of Restaling
Estate shows how unstable life was. Khader had two wives, one of whom was the
daughter of Badul Khan. When Khader, a Sirdar, had an argument with the
manager, Ramart, he was told to leave the estate since his contract had expired.
However, Badul Khan prevented his daughter from leaving with Khader even
though she was his wife. He was supported by Ramart who had designs on her.
During the altercation, Bandu Khan referred to Khader as a ‘Boorabuk’ (goat),
which implied ‘a madman or fool’. When Khader was offered rum, he declined it
because ‘I have drunk already’. Khader rented a piece of land on which he grew
two acres of cane, a quarter of an acre of tobacco, a small amount of rice and kept
goats. He lost all this when he was forced to
Where overseers or sirdars
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were involved with the wives of indentured men, it was almost impossible to get
redress; instead complainants were punished and sometimes took revenge by
assaulting or killing their spouses, or committing suicide.
Khader was not the only Muslim to have two wives. When a Hindu woman
Sookia, who worked for Nabi Bacus (1 1252) and his wife Bachia (12372) of
Estcourt, died in October 1907, leaving five children, Dookia(age 1 8), Ramburran
(12), Dowluti (11), Baboolal (7) and Radyah (4), Bacus married Dookia.w
Sometimes one spouse remained in Natal while the other returned to India. Hassein
Ally (1 3330) was registered married to Bathassia (10334) and claimed her effects
when she died in 1894. However, it emerged Bathassia actually came to the
Colony married to Emamally (10333), who had returned to India in April 1888.
Bathassia had two daughters, aged 11 and 6, one from each man. By law, she
could not have married Ally, who was denied her possessions which included a
pair of amulets, a solid neck ring, one pair of silver bangles, one pair of ankle
rings, three gold nose rings, 12 silver rings, total value being over €13.lWAbdul
Gafoor (1 057 16) and Angel (105829) came on the same ship and were allotted to
the same employer, E.M. Greene of Nottingham Road. When their five years
expired, Gafoor re-indentured while Angel returned to India.’”
In the absence of Islamic organizations and institutions, it was left to the
Protector to take care of the estates of the dead in terms of Section 66 of Law 2 of
1870. For example, Ghazee Khan (8842), who had arrived in Natal in September
1874, died of lung disease on 14 October 1885. Khan was a free Indian who
owned 15 acres of land in Verulam. The Protector appointed Jones of the City
Engineer’s Department to collect the debts and settle the affairs. After the receipts
and disbursementswere balanced, €3.7.6 was handed to Khan’s daughter Goolfim
(8844), then sixteen. When Jones took charge of the Estate the crops had been
planted but not reaped. Jones hired ‘Coolie’ and ‘Native’ labour to reap and sell
the crops, reaping 394 pounds of tobacco and 71 bundles of mealies. Jones
provided money for maintainingGoolfun, who had been placed with a ‘respectable
Indian and his wife’. According to Khan’s records, he had lent €40 to ‘Natives’ at
the Mission Station.’”

Muslim Criminals
The files of the Protector show that there was little to distinguish Muslim from
Hindu; they were equally involved in desertion, adultery, rape and crime. The
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records of the various magistrates are replete with instances of Muslims being
guilty of a variety of crimes. Jumar Bux (148347)was executed for murdering
Mahboobaan (147886),indentured to E. Ratsey of Rosetta, in February 1912.Io3
Nana Sahib (108005) was jailed in February 1908for six months for assaulting his
sirdar.IWAli Saib (107601) was imprisoned for six months for assaulting a
policeman.lo5 Fakira Gadu (128761), indentured to Colenbrander of New
Guelderland, was sentenced to four months for attacking an Indian with a cane
knife.'06Ahmed Saib (1 16358)was sentenced to one month for theft in December
1912.'07Abdul Saib (1 10982) of Illovo Estate was jailed for six months for theft
Hoosen Saib (5348), who worked for J Mackenzie of New
in January 1908.108
Hanover, was convicted of murder and sentenced to death.Iw Jumar Bux,
indentured to E. Ratsey of Rosetta, was sentenced to death for the murder of
Mahbooban ( 147886).'100ftwenty-nine
Indian prisoners in Durban Central Prison
in December 1871, three were Muslim. They included Akbar (634)who was
serving a five-year term of hard labour for theft; Deen Mahomed (821)who had
been imprisoned for seven years with hard labour and fifty lashes for housebreaking, assault and attempted rape; and Gakaree Mahomed (921)who was serving
twenty years hard labour for murder."' Mahomed, Sirdar at the Natal Government
Railways, was guilty of abducting, raping and robbing Bhugwandeya (14369)."'
Proximity with Hindus

Muslims lived with Hindus on the same plantations, shared the same housing,
experienced the same difficulties and reacted in the same manner to oppressive
social and economic conditions. The death of Nabee Saib, who worked for G.
Jackson of Duikersfontein, indicates a number of things. Baloomookund, the
sirdar, was charged with murder. According to chief witnesses Deen Mahomed,
Saukham, Soubanan, and Chuttee, when Saib refused to cut grass, Baloomookund
tied his hands to the wheel of a wagon and whipped him on his back until,
according to Dheen Mahomed, 'blood was dripping along his back to the ground'.
According to Soubouban the 'deceased cried out very loud Amon!, Amon!, which
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means Mother, Mother. Afterwards he became senseless.’ This happened on
Thursday evening, when ‘the sun was down’. Saib died the following day and was
buried ‘beforenoon on Saturday. Chuttee, Soubouban and Nabee Saib lived in one
room, while Gopal Singh attended to the wound. Muslims and Hindus thus shared
the same conditions and cared for each other. Baloomookund was acquitted
because the District Surgeon, Matthews, ruled that a heart ailment was the cause
of death.”’
Muslims and Hindus were bound together in their day-to day existence,
including lending money. Returning migrants were concerned about debts owed
to them, which had not been recovered prior to their departure.The Protector often
collected and forwarded money to India. When Baboo Saib (1 04698) of Beaumont
Wattle Co. was leaving for India in 19 13 he asked the Protector to collect €7 that
he had lent Ramayya (1 2 1808). Ramayya agreed that E 1 could be deducted each
month, which was paid to the Madras Emigration Agent in July 1913 to be
forwarded to Saib.’I4 Abdool Karrim Saib (1 34642), on the other hand, owed
Bapiah E l , which he refused to pay until compelled by the Protector.”’ Meeran
Saib (145934) borrowed €2 from his ‘shipmate’ while at St Georges’ Colliery.
When Saib was imprisoned for theft it emerged that he owed money to several
Hindu colleagues.”6 Dada Saib borrowed E3 from Venkaya (129106) and the
money was deducted from his wages by his employer, Natal Cambrian Collieries,
on the instruction of the Protector.’”
The following adoption illustrates the close contact between Muslims and
Hindus. When M. Gainy (1 15504) lost his wife Aidah ( 1 15442), he requested
permission for his children to be adopted. His daughter was adopted by a
storekeeper, R. Naidoo, and son by a Muslim, Sheikh Ebrahim, described as a
‘Mahomedan,Madras Indian originally indentured to Canonby Estate.’ Ebrahim
had done well after indenture and owned 500 acres of land. He was married to the
daughter of the head sirdar of Hull Valley Estate in Umkomaas. The manager of
the estate, Frank Brickhill,testified to Ebrahim’s good character, and the Protector
agreed to this adoption.”* In another instance Jeachee asked the Protector to void
her marriage to Raghoobeer, who had abandoned her for eight months, because

113. ‘Case against Baloomookund’, Document 39, in Meer, Documents, I 12-14.
114. NAR, II, 11188, 331911912, Baboo Saib to Protector, 25 July 1913.
115. NAR, 11, 11180, 109111911, B Sokehill, Manager, Dundee Coal Mines, to Protector, 18 Apr.
191 I .
116. NAR, 11187, Deputy Protector, Pietemaritzburg, to Protector, 4 Sep. 1912.
117. NAR, 11, 11188, Protector to Emigration Agent, Madras, 25 July 1913.
118. NAR, 11, 11184, 1303/1912, Frank Brickhill, Manager, Hull Valley Estate, Umkomaas, to
Protector, 13 Aug. 1912.
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the charity of others’.”’
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Destitute Muslims
There was no provision for destitute Muslims. The Medical Officer of Stanger
Hospital, for example, reported to the Protector that Said Peer (20495) was found
‘destitute and in a dying condition’, his wife and two sons in Tongaat unable to
take care ofhim.’20Moideen (39761) was found by Constable Purtab ‘lying down
on the tennis court. He has no relations about here and just goes about begging.’”
Daugherty, Inspector ofNuisances, reported that an ‘old Indian man, Sheik Fareed
is very infirm, suffering from senility and homelessness. He is generally
somewhere in the vicinity of Grey Street, and crawls painhlly from door to door
begging. Please find a place where he can get food and shelter’.‘22Imam Buksh
(25099), who had arrived in 1881 had defective eyes and was returned to India
under Law 25 of 1891.lZ3Sheik Hyder (30126) and his wife Sakina Bee (301233),
who arrived in October 1883,were returned to India in August 1902, being ‘unfit’
to work.Iz4Hassan Bee (8 1997),certified insane by the District Surgeon, wasjailed
instead of being committed to an aylum, and died of dysentery in December
1901.’25Meya Saib (22726), who arrived in 1881, died destitute of chronic
dysentery in February 1900.126
Syed Gulam Allie (17216) was returned to India
after spending sixteen years in Natal because he had ‘resorted to begging and is a
nuisanceto the Col~ny’.’~’
Imam Buksh (25099) who arrived in 1881 was returned
to India in 1909 with his daughter Gengiah, when the Medical Officer reported
that he was old and partly blind and unfit for work.”* The two-month old child of
Abdul Karrim (224 1 1) and Mangama of Lower Tugela died of sickness in October
1909. When questioned why he had not taken the child to a doctor, Karrim told the
Magistrate that he had been trying to borrow money for three days but had not
been su~cessful.~~’
Neither the state nor Muslim traders provided any relief for sick
and poor Muslims.
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Hostility Towards Indians

Whites were ambiguous towards indentured labour. Employers who benefited
from cheap and dependent labour pointed to the advantages of a settled Indian
population. Most whites, however, were hostile towards Indians and took steps to
subjugate them after Natal achieved self-government in 1893. The new government viewed town planning, public health, trade arrangements and other public
issues in terms of racial distinction^,^^^ and was determined to force Indians to
reindenture or return to India upon completing their indenture and to legally
subordinate non-indentured Indians so that whites would feel secure against the
‘Asiatic Menace’. Act 8 of 1896 denied Indians the franchise, the Immigration
Restriction Act of 1897 controiled Indian entry, while the Indian Immigration Law
of 1895 stipulated that all non-indentured Indian males over 16 and females over
13 had to pay an annual tax of €3. Edward Saunders of Tongaati informed the
Natal Legislative Assembly that the average Indian with a wife and two children
was compelled to pay € 12 in tax when his income averaged between € 12 and € 15
per annum.I3’
Indenture became virtually perpetual as a result of the €3 tax. For example.
Badhloo Khan (1 14 183), who worked for five years for Alfred Pearse of Bleuberg,
was informed by his employer in 1909 that he could only ‘escape payment’ of the
tax by re-indenturing, which he did. However, his employer failed to obtain the
reindenturing papers and Khan was informed in 1912 that he owed E9 in
backtaxes. A distraught Khan appealed t o the Immigration Officer in Durban:
Now Sir, I do not understand how I am made to pay this amount. I was told that on reindenturing I will have nothing to pay and for this reason I was indentured. I didn’t know
what kind of agreement to make. I cannot read and write. I simply know that by reindenturing I will be exempted from paying the tax. I pray for justice.

The appeal was in vain and Khan was ordered to pay 101. per month.’32Abdul
Khader (100217) re-indentured in November 1908 for similar reason^."^ In the
case of Eman Bi (73390), daughter of Bandu Khan and Kulsam Bi of May Street,
Durban, the authorities found that her papers had been altered to reflect that she
was under 13 when she arrived in the Colony in June 1898 when, in fact, she was
twenty, to avoid the tax. Eman was ordered to pay €21 in arrears since 1903. She
appealed to the Protector for leniency as she had five children and an unemployed
husband Madar Khan (73510), who was also liable for the €3 Licence: ‘I am a
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poor woman and am unable to pay ... I pray that my case be laid before the
government with a view of being relieved from this debt’.’34Such appeals were in
vain. The tax was very effective in forcing Indians to reindenture or return to
India.

TABLE 1
Percentage that Re-indentured or Returned to India
Returned to India

Re-indentured

Total
21.23

12.53
34.33

42.81

77.14

26.85

55.96

80.81

Despite these difficulties Indians who survived indenture were able to establish
themselves as free workers, particularly before the tax, even though white settlers
wanted to repatriate them. Most free Indians grew fruits and vegetables such as
potatoes, cabbages, garlic, paddy rice, melons, beans, chillies, and tobacco for the
local market on land rented or purchased from absentee landlords and Land
Companies.13’
End of Indenture
As a result of increasing political tension between Indians and the state, the Indian
government ended indenture from 1 July 19 1 1. Just prior to the end of indenture,
employers sent their own recruiters to India. For example, the South African
Collieries sent Moideen Sahib ( 1 50742) and Musthafa Saib (149796) who,
between them, recruited eleven men and two women, ’all Mahomedans and
relatives’. They were paid E2.5 each per month, while their wives (Moideen was
married to Gori Bi (130582) and Musthafa to Amoo Bi, daughter of a free Indian),

134. NAR, 11, 11167, Protector’s Minute, 9 Oct. 1909.
135. Coolie Commission Report 1872. See G. Vahed, ‘Control and Repression:The Plight ofIndian
Hawkers and Flower Sellers in Durban, 1910-1948’. The International Journul o/ Africaii
Historical Studies 32, I (Dec. 1999), 19-48 and G. Vahed, ‘“A Public Nuisance“:The Victoria
1999).
Street Squatters’Market inDurban, 1910-1934’,Sou~hAfricanHistoriculJournai,40(May
130-53.
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who remained in South Africa, drew716 per month and rations. The men were also
paid €1 on each immigrant they brought. Their employers complained that when
they returned they adopted a militant attitude by refusing to work underground,
constantly reporting sick and instigating other workers to rebel. According to the
Protector, because they had recruited other workers these men believed that they
‘should be Sirdars over them’.’I6 The fears of white employers regarding the
termination of indenture were short-term. Legislation, drought, disease and other
factors freed large numbers of unskilled African workers for white farms, mines
and industries. They eventually replaced Indians in many sectors of the economy,
particularly on plantations and mines.
Muslim Traders
Indentured Indians were followed by traders from the west coast of India who
began arriving in Natal from the mid-l870s, and dominated Indian society
politically and economically.The Islam oftraders centred on the two mosques that
they built in Durban in the 1880s in Grey Street and West Street.’]’ There was
minimal contact between traders and indentured workers; what contact there was
centred largely on client-patronage association.’I8Thus, for example, Fyvie of
Pietermaritzburg appealed to the Protector for help for his indentured employee
Abdullah Sahib (99856)who was summoned to court and ‘might be imprisoned’
because of debt to Amod Bayat, a trader from Pietermarit~burg.’~~
When Dada
Meah died in 1902,his mother Nag Bee (892)told the Protector that he was in
debt to traders Vawda for E5O and Sulaiman for €2.I4O Muslim traders, in fact, were
not known as ‘Indians’ but as ‘Arabs’. This dichotomy was firmly planted in the
official mind. For example, in the adoption discussed above, Ebrahim, a Muslim,
is described by the white manager Brickhill as being ‘in affluent circumstances
although not an Arab trader,’ the implication being that he had come as an
indent~red.’~’
During the Colonial period, Muslim traders worked closely with
Hindu and Parsi traders to protect their trade and political rights, neglecting crossclass community and religious associations.

136. NAR, 11, 1/188, Correspondence Between Manager, SA Collieries, and Protector, Dec. 1910.
137. See E.1. Sulliman, ‘A Historical Study of the Largest Mosque in the Southern Hemisphere,
namely, the Juma Musjid’ (BAHons dissertation, University of Durban-Westville, 1985) and
R.C. Jamal, ‘A Study ofthe West Street Mosque in Durban’ (BA Hons dissertation,University
of Durban-Westville, 1986).
138. See S. Bhana and J . Brain, Setting Down Roots (Johannesburg, 1990); V. Padayachee and R.
Morrell, ‘Dukhawallas’,Journal o/Sourhern Ajrican Studies; and Swan, Gondhi.
139. NAR, II,1/182,83/1912, T L Fyvie to Protector, 10 Jan. 1912.
140. NAR, 11, 1/113, Nag Bee to Protector, 17 Dec. 1902.
141. NAR, 11, 1/184, 1303/1912, Frank Brickhill, Manager, Hull Valley Estate, Umkomaas, to
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Islamic Consciousness and Practices
Separated from the sanctuary of family and friends, and thrust into a strange
environment with unfamiliar work rhythms, indentured workers must have
experienced a strong sense of alienation, and very serious cultural and religious
challenges. The experience of indenture led to what La1 refers to as the ‘fragmentation’ of caste, culture, language and religion, fragmentation that was followed
by recon~truction.’~~
Of all the major religious traditions, Islam has the greatest
number of rules affecting every activity of an individual’s existence. Muslim
immigrants would have found it difficult to conform to these from the time they
left their villages until they got to their places of employment months later. Upon
leaving their villages of origin, they stayed at a depot in Madras or Calcutta where
they were quizzed about their reasons for migrating, and carefully examined to
establish their physical and mental health. If approved, they waited until a ship was
available; thereafter they embarked on a journey at sea that could take up to three
months, and which was a terrifying ordeal for many who were landlocked people.
During the voyage, cultural, caste and religious taboos about separation and space
broke down. There were further delays at the depot in Natal where immigrants
were medically inspected or quarantined if there was an outbreak of any sort in
India or on the ship, before they made the long trip to their places of employment.
The rigidity of plantation life and antagonistic attitude of white employers, who
were anti-Indian and pro-Christian, and considered the practices of Muslims and
Hindus heathen, were further handicaps once indentured workers had settled. It
was difficult to establish Islam because of the paucity of women, the absence of
learned individuals and institutions, and lack of mosques, which prevented
collective worship. Further, Muslims were spread over a large number of isolated
plantations.
Notwithstandingthese difficulties,there are suggestionsthat on an individual
level some Muslims displayed an Islamic consciousness or awareness. For
example, when Goolam Moideen was jailed for two weeks in 1879 for leaving the
Estate without a pass, his beard and hair were shaved upon entering prison, as the
law required. Moideen petitioned the Colonial Secretary in March 1880 that ‘being
a Mahomedan, the beard is sacred and should never be cut closer than what can be
held by the hand. In my country people are severely punished if they cut any
portion of a Mahomedan’s beard. I am as it were, now outca~ted’.’~’
After
referring the matter to India, the Colonial Secretary instructed Resident Magistrate’s in October 1880 that the beards of Muslim prisoners should not be shaved,

142. B. Lal, ‘Girmityas: The Origins ofthe Fiji Indians’,JournalofPacijicHisrory (1983), 33-35.
143. NAR, 11 1/6. 1476/1880, Goolam Moideen to Colonial Secretary, 5 Mar. 1880.
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but cut and left one inch in length.’44Whites regarded Muslims as different from
other Indians. For example, when Syed Rajah Mian requested permission to go to
India to arrange the marriage of his fifteen year old sister who was indentured with
him at Reynolds Brothers the manager recommended permission because ‘he is a
Mussulman, and as you know, they are very Clannish and keen on the welfare of
their relations’. Khan was granted permission after he signed a declaration that he
would return for a further period of indent~re.’~’
In another incident, Shaikh
Moideen (1 32085), who worked for Schram at Amatikulu, refused to handle a pig
on the grounds that he was a Muslim. Moideen was charged for wilfully
disobeying orders ‘withoutjust cause’, found guilty and imprisoned for a month.
An inspector agreed that Moideen had been treated unjustly and questioned the
Protector as to whether it was
reasonable to pick out a Mahomedan to drive this pig, and did this man disobey withoutjust
cause? The man is a Mahomedan and it is utterly against the Mahomedan religion to have
anything to do with a pig, so what else could the man do but refuse to obey. In my opinion
it was not a reasonable order and the man had just cause from his point of view to disobey.
Mr Schram could surely have ordered one of his other Indians to drive the pig. It shows
gross ignorance on the employer’s part of the habits and customs of those Indians on whom
they are so dependent for their labour.’46

There are references to Muslims being concerned about meat. When Ghazee Khan
(8842) died penniless, the Protector explained that this was because Muslims were
in the ‘habit’ of using their money to buy ‘special meat’ sacrificed according to
their rites. This suggests that some Muslims were aware of, and practised dietary
regulations that required the name of God to be invoked when an animal was
sla~ghtered.’~’
When Hoosen Meah (22038) deserted from the Verulam Central
Mill he met a non-Muslim who offered him food. According to Meah, ‘1 refused
saying that I do not eat your caste’s
Burial of the dead was another
concern for Muslims who bury their dead rather than cremate the body. The
Wragg Commission of I885 reported that the burying of bodies indiscriminately
posed a health hazard and suggested that special areas be
Hygiene was
also a concern for Muslims. Dr Bonnar testified to the Wragg Commission that
Indians were forced to relieve themselves in the cane fields because employers did
not provide ‘latrine facilities’. He added that they carried containers of water to
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wash t h e m s e l ~ e s .There
’ ~ ~ are references to purdah as well. For example, when
Mohammed Ibrahim wanted to register his marriage to Beesha Bee, he wanted to
avoid the ‘necessity of the woman going to court’. It was agreed that they could
sign a declaration before Deputy Protector Dunning who would register the
rnarriage.l5’In another case, M. Doomah explained to the Protector that he was an
‘Arab storekeeper’ who had married Jumuni, daughter of an indentured Indian
Deo. His wife had embraced Islam and taken the name Coolsoom Bee. Doomah
wanted to register the marriage without his wife being present ‘as we are not
accustomed to take our wife’s with us to public officers on an errand of this
kind’.I5’
Faqirs and Pirs
Islamisation had been ‘a lengthy process of continuing interaction between the
carriers of Islam and the local environment’ in India,’” in which remnants of
former religious practices were eradicated very slowly. Large parts of rural India
were converted to Islam through eclectic Sufis who tolerated syncretism.
According to Alavi, rural Indian Islam was ‘infused with superstition, and
syncretism.... [It] emphasises belief in miracles and powers of saints and pirs,
worship at shrines and the dispensing of amulets and charms.”54Itinerant praisesingers, amulet sellers and diviners were ‘valued because of their capacity to cut
through worldly constraints so as to make direct and immediate contact with the
di~ine.’’’~
The Protector reported that Gafur (143400), who deserted the very day
he was allotted to the Town Hill Wattle Company in Hilton, had told him that he
was a ‘Mahomedan’ who sold ‘tikolo’ and ‘bangles’ in India, and was not
accustomed to plantation work. In fact, he even encouraged others to desert’.’56
The Medical Officer reported that Syed Gulam Allie (17218) ‘was a Fekeer in
India and never did any work there. He states he has never been accustomed to
work, and cannot work.’I5’ Shaik Moidin (87033), indentured to P. Nicholson of
Glendale, complained to the Protector in December 1901 that ‘I am a Fakir by
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caste and unable to do labour of any kind ... I ask the Protector to transfer me to
someone of my caste’.’5s
Two individualswhose roles have been widely recognised are Sheik Ahmed
(282) and Goolam Rufsool Sheik Ahmed (3543). Rufsool was born in Raneput,
Chittoor, and arrived in Natal at the age of 27 in August 1864. Indentured to
Polkinghome on the North Coast, Rufsool acquired a reputation as a ‘holy man’
and was released to carry out spiritual work among indentured workers. He died
aged 53 in 1890. When his grandson was clearing his grave in the early 1960s, he
noticed that the body had not decomposed and a proper shrine was e~ected.”~
Sheik Allie Vulle Ahmed was thirty when he came to Natal in 1860. He was
assigned to R.G. Mack, and transferred to F. Salmon in December 1861 .IM)Ahmed
was given the title ‘Badsha Peer’, king ofthe guides, and is credited with a number
of miracles, including curing the physically and spiritually sick. For example, he
is said to have meditated all day on the plantation yet the work assigned to him
was completed. When the authorities recognised ‘him to be of spiritual mind’ he
was honourably discharged’. According to tradition, he subsequently spent his
time in the vicinity of Grey Street mosque, preaching to locals; he did not care for
food, ‘a sign of a typical saint who relies upon Allah (God) for their rizq (food)’;
and visited the canefields, where he ‘proved a source of inspiration’ for those who
found plantation life difficult. He is credited with many miracles. On one occasion,
tradition has it, he was on his way to Ladysmith with a group to attend a wedding.
The conductor refused him a ticket because of his shabby dress. To the amazement
of his friends he was on the railway platform in Ladysmith by the time they got
there. Shortly before his death in 1894, Badsha Peer is said to have foretold the
arrival of another saint from India, Soofie Saheb. Badsha Peer died on Jumuah
(Friday), the most blessed day for Muslims, on 6 Rabi-ul-Awwal, the month in
which the Prophet was born.I6’Large crowds visit his shrine annually, believing
that a pinch of sand from the grave will cure their troubles.

Muharram
With regard to Muslim festivals, there is reference to the South African Collieries
giving workers a day off on 13 November 1913 to celebrate the ‘Eid of
Rama~an’.’~’
The most public expression of Islam, however, was the festival of
Muharram, which was held to commemoratethe martyrdom of Imam Husain, the
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grandson of the Prophet, who was killed in battle on the plains of Karbala in Iraq
by the army of Caliph Yazid I on 10 Muharram 680. Muharram was the first
communal Indian ceremony to be observed in Natal. Indentured workers were
granted three days annual leave during Muharram or ‘Coolie Christmas’ as it was
known among
Indians demanded the right to observe Muharram. In
October 1886, when police stopped a Muharram procession in Ladysmith in
Northern Natal, Indians petitioned the Governor of Natal to ‘humbly pray that
when your Petitioners desire to practice the religion of their Fathers they may be
free from the hardship of arrest’. A Hindu, Ratansamy Pillay, presented the
petition and only nine of the 25 petitioners were Muslim.’64Muharram included
two elements, public processions by neighbourhood groups, and their converging
on the tenth to immerse tazzias in water. The tazzia, which translates into
‘mourning’, was a replica of the martyred Husain’s mausoleum at Karbala.I6’ On
the tenth, groups of Indians gathered around each tazzia and pulled it by hand, all
the while singing ‘marsiyas’ or lament songs to the memory of Husain, beating on
drums, dancing wildly or indulging in stick fights. The assembly point was always
close to a river or sea because tazzias were immersed in water to remind
participants of the suffering that Husain endured when he was denied water.IM In
Durban and surrounding districts tazzia processions marched through the
neighbourhoods towards Umgeni River, which a contemporary newspaper referred
to as ‘Coolieland’ .I6’ Local authorities did not take kindly to Muharram because
heavy drinking, fighting and the spilling of blood made it a raucous affair. The
Natal Advertiser, for example, concluded that:
The Mohurram, or Coolie Christmas, as celebrated in Durban, has now become an occasion
for the Easterns on which all their innate fanatical ideas seem to let loose. What religion
could tolerate such series of scenes as those enacted in Durban during these last few days
cannot be imagined. The hideously decked ‘tigers’ and gaudily attired women, alike,
become insane. The nerve shocking yells of those almost naked fanatics, together with the
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monotonous thumping of tom-toms are sufficiently convincing that participants know
nothing of the history of the patron saints whose sad deaths they pretend to
commemorate.16*
Muharram transcended the Muslim experience. Collective participation had
an integrative function that promoted fraternal feeling and ‘Indianness’. Muharram
provided an opportunity for developing and expressing a self-conscious local
community identity, in the first instance, but also signalled the participation of
Indians in a broader collective. Muharram strengthened links between the
individual and ‘community’, and was important in constituting a diverse collection
of people into a collectivity, while also excluding others, whites and Africans.

SoofieSaheb
The arrival of Soofie Saheb in Natal in 1895 had important consequences for
indentured Muslims and their descendants. Soofie Saheb, who traced his
genealogy to Abu Bakr, the first Caliph of Islam, was born in 1850 in Konkan,
Bombay.’69He succeeded his father as Imam in 1872 and was instructed by his pir
in 1894 to go to South Africa to propagate the Chisti Sufi order.”O Soofie Saheb
arrived in Durban aboard the SS Hoosen in 1895. According to folklore, he
proceeded to the Brook Street cemetery where he identified the grave of Sheik
Ahmed, who was given the title ‘Badsha Pir’, and built a tomb on the site.17’ The
urgency with which Soofie Saheb erected the shrine is consonant with Sufi
practice of building new shrines,
inspired by the belief that each new shrine was an equally potent repository of barakat ....
[The] result of increased mobility and wider horizons was a widening and intensification
of the original cult tradition, and certainly not a turn towards a more ‘universal’ or
transcendent faith devoid of shrines, magical intercessory power and all other features of
the pir cult.”*

In April 1896, Soofie Saheb purchased land on the banks of the Umgeni
River where he built a mosque, khanqah (teaching hospice), madrassah and
cemetery.’73 Between 1898 and his death in 1911, Soofie Saheb focused on
consolidating Islam amongst indentured Indians and their descendants by building

168. Naial Advertiser, 23 Apr. 1902.
169. Mohamed Soofie and Abdul Aziz Soofie,Hazrath Soofie Saheb And His Khunqahu (Durban,
1999). 45.
170. Ibid., 50.
171. E.M. Mahida, History ofMuslims in South Africa: A Chronology (Durban, 1993), 23.
172. Bayly, Saints, Godesses and Kings, 93-4.
173. Soofie and Soofie, Soofie Saheb, 56-8.
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mosques, madrassahs, cemeteries and orphanages in Springfield and Westville
(1904), Overport (l905), Kenville and Sherwood (1906), Tongaat (1907),
Ladysmith and Colenso (1 908) and Verulam and Pietermaritzburg( 1909).’74These
provided places where working class Muslims could pray and get access to
knowledge, which was significant in raising their knowledge of Islam. As a result
of Soofie Saheb the practice of pir-muridi became an established part of Indian
Islam in Natal. Many local Muslims believe that Badsha Peer and Soofie Saheb
have special attributes of divinity such as blessing the childless with children,
curing diseases and preventing calamities. Individuals visiting shrines take
offerings in cash or kind, such as jewelry, food or money. Annual urs, which
literally translates into ‘wedding’ from the Arabic, are held at the shrine of Badsha
Peer to commemorate his death as well as the births or deaths of other great mystic
saints, as well as the Prophet.

Conclusion
This study focuses on indentured Muslim migrants in Natal. While very distinct
Muslim identities exist in present-day South Africa, Muslim migrants were not
carriers of a reified culture that they reproduced in Natal. Muslim culture should
not be viewed as evidence of the resilience of workers who preserved these
cherished practices under conditionsofmarginalisationand exploitation. While the
traditions, values, practices and beliefs of migrants’ varied experiences in India
played a crucial role in the creation of the Muslim community in Natal, we need
to move beyond cultural continuity and take cognizance of the imperial context in
Natal which forced Muslims to transform, perhaps even abandon some of their
practices. This included the economically and politically dominant white ruling
elite, the numerically superior Africans, the confinement of Indians to plantations
and so on. Indenture was a difficult, traumatic, even degrading experience, and the
process of reconstituting their societies involved both fragmentation and
reconstruction. Ironically, the racist policies of the Colonial government, which
sought to restrict Indians to particular ghettos, assisted migrants in establishing
cultural and religious patterns. The mixture of new and old immigrants helped to
reconstitutesociety, albeit in ways that took account of different circumstancesand
environment.
The establishment and visitation of shrines and the festivals associated with
them were crucial in bringing Muslims together. In the absence of literacy and
‘men of learning’,the scriptural elites who represent ‘high’ Islam, rituals and tomb
shrines became transmitters of an Islamic ethos. They provided opportunities for
Muslims to intermingle and develop new functional relationships. The establish-

174. Mahida, Muslims in South Africa, 44.
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ment of mosques and religious schools were also pivotal in establishing Islamic
practices. In the process of reconstituting this new Muslim society, language and
caste lost some of their importance and relevance among the descendants of
indentured Muslims. Religious practice centered on a broadly popular Islam that
was eventually mediated through the Urdu language.”’ h i l e this provided a
means of creating a common Islam among indentured Muslims and their
descendants,the gap between them and Muslim traders remained. Such differences
were due to class, caste, which was reflected in practices of endogamy within
linguistic groups, dress codes, and other aspects of the regrouping process. Such
differencesextended to the form and shape of religious discourse and would cause
friction in subsequent decades.
Culture and religion served a dual function. On the one hand, religion served
as a ‘glue’ in holding together the fabric of Indian society in Natal. Initially, in fact
for the major part of the period under review, the experiences of Muslims and
Hindus were closely intertwined, partly a legacy of syncretic and eclectic rural
Indian Islam but more importantly a consequence of the indenture experience and
imperial context in Natal. Indenture bound Hindu and Muslim together, and the
broad identity ‘Indian’ superseded all others in relations with whites and Africans.
All that mattered in this context was whether one was a passenger or indentured
Indian. There was no distinct Muslim community among indentured workers, but
very close links between Muslims and the majority of Hindu migrants. On the
other hand, Muslim practices made the differences between them and whites and
Africans more stark and obvious, and convinced whites that these ‘heathens’ with
their unfamiliar practices could never become part of colonial society.

175. This article is part o f a larger project dealing with the establishmentofthe Muslim community
in Natal. A later article will focus on the relations between indentured and passenger Muslims,

as well as the formation ofthe Muslim community among the descendantsofMuslim migrants.
This larger project on religion and culture among indentured Indians is being done in
collaboration with S. Bhana.

